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ABSTItACT 
From the combined data eet of glow observations on ST5-3, STS-4 and 5TS-5 
aOIM of the propertiell of the _huttle glow were observed. Comparilon of the 
STS-3 (240 km) and STS-5 (305 km) phot.ographs ehow that the intensity of tht1 
Ilow 11 about a bctor of 3.5 brighter on the low altitude (5TS-3) flight. The 
o~biter was purposely rotated about the x axis in an experiment on STS-5 to 
o~.erve the dependence of the intensity on the angle of incidence between the 
~pacect'A£t 8urface normal and the velocity vector. For 8 relatively large 
angle between the velocity vector and the surface normal there is an 
appreciable glow, pro\'ided the surface is not aha10wed by some other 
epacecraft structure. As the angle becomes less the. glow intensifies. The 
~1:'Bting experiments (STS-4 photography only, STS-S image intensifier 
I 
I 
lthotography) provided a preliminary low resolution spectra of the sp.acecraft 
glow. Accurate wavelength caUbr,ations of the STS-5 instrument permitted 
measuring of the apectrUm and intensity of the earth/s airglow. 
Comparisons with prior a1r810w measurements provides a great deal of 
confidence r~g8rding the glow intensities obtained in the experiment and also 
~rovide an indication of the intensity of the vehicle glow. Absolute intensity 
calIbration of the instrument was also performed by means of a laboratory 
Ita.ndard aource. Within the spectral bandwidth of the experiment the dominant 
al~glow line i& the (0.0) atmospheric band of °2- The limb intensity of this 
i 
11ne is of the order of 100-300 kilorayleighs (e.g •• Megill et al. 1970). 
I 
Other prominent featutes are the 5577 line of atomic oxygen and the 0" 
emias10n bands. The intensity of all of these agrees with previous 
aeaaUrement. and with 11mb intensity predictions. 
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f,' The spectra of the glow aeasurements on STS-5 were relatively 
poor due to the large angle between the velocity vector and the glowing 
.urf.c~5. Furthermore, the weak first order spectrum of the vehicle glow was 
.uperimpo~ed on the bright earth's airglow. Nevertheless, a weak spectra was 
obtained which shows ~ spectrally uniform intensity. The photographic 
densities due to this glow were measured and compared to the absolute 
intensity measurements. This glow amounted to a few hundred Rayleighs per 
Angstrom wi th a spectrum rising towards the infrared. This rise in. intensity 
was not det:l!cted directly but rather is an interpretation of the apparent 
spectrally uniform photographic spectrum combined with the responsivity of the 
device ~lich is falls rapidly in sensitivity towards the infrared. The 
integrated amount of vehicle glow emission in the passband of the instrument 
was of the order of several hundred kilorayleighs. 
INTRODUCTION 
The apparent vehicle glow of the space shuttle was detected during the 
flight of STS-3 (Banks, et a1. 1983). Although the shuttle glow was not 
specifically predicted in advance of the flight, it has now been associated 
with other spacecraft glow which has been shown to surround free flier 
satellite:s such as the Atmospheric Explorer (See Torr 1983, Yee and Abreu 
1983). Specific investigation of the shuttle glow was started on STS-4 when a 
transmission grating was mounted in front of a photographic camera and several 
exposures were taken on orbit to make preliminary spectral measurements (Mende 
et al. 1983). The STS-4 experiment yielded a single 400 second exposure 
photograph with glow spectral information. This image, obtained with 
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relatively poor a'?ect with relpect to the flowing atmospheric ___ ?, Ihowed 
that the Ilow wal oblerved predominantly in the far red to infrared region 
(630o-IOOOA) of the inltruaental band pall (4300 - 8000A). 
From the 5T5-4 investigation it was evident that the intensity of the 
,low val reduced for the higher altitude flights (5TS-4 was at an altitude of 
300 km whereas 5TS-3 was at 240 km) and that relative insensitivity of unaided 
p~otography would leriously limit the spectral glow investigations. Because of 
thil on STS-5 a lecond inltrument was instrument, an image intensified cameras 
Which made the low intenlity Ipectral components of the glow detectable. 
THE PERFORMANCE OF THE IMAGE INTENSIFIER ON STS-5 
The image intensifier obtdned for the 5TS-5 flight was made and 
delivered in a fully packaged configuration by VARO Inc. Garland, Texas under 
the tradename of Noctron 5. This device includes a 25 mm diameter second 
generation (micro-chanel-plate) image intensifier, a power supply with two AA 
l'ize batteries. a coupling lens. and adapter rings for 35 mID cat'lleras. Since 
t,he 35 mID camera type used on the orbi ter was a NIKON we used the NIKON 
bayonett type adapter rings were employed. With these rings a conventional 
NIKON camera could be converted simply by including the NOCTRON 5 between the 
lens and the camera body. A special hood and camera bracket was used to mount 
the camera in the port lide aft flight deck window in the shuttle. The 
Itarboard aft flight deck window was used for a conventional Hasselblad camera 
with the 100 mm focal length lens at F/3.5. For the imillge intensified NIKON 
photography the ItAndard 55 mID focal length F/l.4 objec.tive was uled in front 
of the iaage intenlifie~. 
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the i"a.e inte"lifier wal a new item for Ipace fll.ht and ttl luitabl1it-y 
fot"' the .huttle flilht e"yiro""ent had to be canfully .yaluated. Se"ual 
OJltlcal t.ltl wan a1.lo lMlrfonaed on the device prior til fliaht. 'I1\e i.aalng 
quallU •• of the. de"ice wre .vaIu.ted by taking photogr.phl of the night &k~t 
aud of f •• iliar object. in darkness. Looking through the view finder of th~ 
35 .. C.a"en it could be UI.d as • night vbion aid, and relAtively high 
tntenatty pichrru could b. obtdned undn Itarlit Icene conditions;, Usifig n 
~ .• bor.tory Itandard l1sht loure. and a Ipectul .filter H ViliS established thltt 
a one I.cond expolure .enerated fairly lood denlity when the lource brightness 
va. equiVdent to 400 layleigl\l!.I. At full lain one could len lc:.intl11ations 
-tith thi! naked .y. due to individual photoelectron eminions from the 
photoc~'thode thrO\lgh the vie~ finder. Hovever, then tcintUlationl could not 
'ParticulArly impreuive. With the le1\1; cap on, expoluru of 10 IU!conds did l\tIt 
caUle any not1cuhl~ inerene in film density. The hUlg. intensificn: unit 
1uelf wu not lub,1ected to .flight Q\18UficAtion tUting; beQauU a dmUar 
unit hAd alre.ady tuum qUAlified for the .ubnquer.t April 1983 S'l'S-6 flight. 
All expulm~nt h.rdwAr~ "15 .to-wed in ato"a8e lockers during take off and 
land1n~. 
Exa1tiination of the earlier glow photographs from STS-3 I8howed that onl~l 
tho, •• urf.t~5 ~hith ~re in the direction of the velocity vector exhibited 
the alow ph"'tlomtH'l:\. ,An flxAmph of .uch A 'Photograph is given on Fi8\it't:! 13. 
'laur. 1 .. and ftlure lb an th~ co"parilon of t~ d",lhr picturel from STS-3 
.nd STS-S re''P.c.tlvely. In both of the .. photographs the velocity "ector lis 
-4-
polnt1nl •••• nti.lly from the port lide in the upper hemisphere (Photographs 
tauD looltins aft tovard the vertical ltablliur and .ngine pod Itructures). 
One of the objectives of the STS-5 .xperiment was to verify that the 81Q~ 
iDt.ndty depends lolely on the attitude. of the I!urhce. with respect to the. 
•• locity vector, and not on luch parameters luch .s the length of time during 
which the .huttle was in the night side of the orbit, the amount of residue 
,lielent on the photo-excited lurfac.cs, or the amount of materials present due 
t~ venting or jet firings. It was aha desirable to investigate, if PQssible, 
the d.pendence of the glow intensity on the .ngle of the velocity vector and 
the lurf.ce normal exhibiting the glow luminoltty. 
These objec.tives were achieved by the performance of the. following 
experiment • During a night side pass II full> 360 degree roll was elC.ecuted 
about the shuttle x axis while the orbital velocity vector was approximately 
1n the .huttle y-: plane. (Conventional 6~uttle coordinate system puts the K 
axis forward toward the nose, the y axis out of the starboard wing and the ~ 
axis straight down through the floaT' of the payload bay.) During the 
.~p~riment photographic sequences were taken of the vertical stabiliter at 2 
minute intervals to record the intensity of the glow on the 5t8bili~er 
lurfaces as a functiOn of the direction of the velocity vector. Sequences 
consisted of three exposures taken with the image intensifier with durations 
of 4 lee, 1 lee, and 1/4 sec, respect;f'~lely. Simultaneously, photographs were 
taken with the un1ntensified Hasselblad camera which was mounted in the othcr 
aft flight deck windo~. Of these only the longest (100 second) exposure from 
this camera gave acceptable photogra~hic densities. However, during this lons 
expolure the attitude changed conliderably making the interpretation almost 
i_po.sible. ThuI, only the inten.ified images have been uled in the analysis. 
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The shortest (the 1/4 second) exposure produced the best intensified glow 
iaalea and hence these were used to obtain the results Which are presented in 
1'11ure 2. 
The roll experiment started just prior to the taking of the first picture 
at 16 hours and 33 minutes Mission Elapsed Time (HET). The velocity vector at 
this time is out of the port and upward directions as shown by the arrow on 
Figure 2a. Two minutes later at 16:35 the shuttle has rolled and the velocity 
vector is now essentially at about 35 degrees above the -y axis (port wing). 
This can be verified because one can see the shadowing caused by the engine 
p.oo em the port side. At 16:37 the velocity vector dipped below the horizontal 
(x y plane) at about 50 degrees and there is only a faint glow remaining on 
the port side of the stabilizer. The picture taken at 16:37 and 16:39 show no 
.low at all because the velocity vector is from the bottom up and all the 
.urfaces to be photographed were shadowed and the 16:41 picture shows glow on 
the upper portion of the starboard side of the stabilizer where it was just 
coming out of the shadow of the starboard engine pod. 
On each image of Figure 2 the approximate direction of the velocity 
vector is indicated. The direction of the velocity vector was first calculated 
from orbiter dat~ provided by the Johnson Space Center. The time code on each 
picture is accurate only to within a minute and therefore the accurate value 
of the direction of the velocity vector for each photograp~ had to be 
interpolB,tF..ld from the position of the stars. By using the frame taken At 16: 3S 
MET (Fig 2.b.) one can establish the direction of the velocity vector fairly 
accurately from the shadowing of the engine pod. By comparison with the 
Smithonian Astrophysical Observatory Star Atlas one can establish the rotation 
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4ngle with re8pef:t to the stars for each exposure and the rotation angle for 
each exposure in the 8tar coordinate system. Since the velocity vector was 
••• entially in ~he y-z plane the rotation of the stars gave a fairly accurate 
Talue for the angle of the velocity vector. Corrections had to be made for the 
change of the direction of the velocity vector due to the orbital motion, 
which amounted to approximately 4 degrees per minute. 
'!'h~ r.'clative magnitude of the glow intensity could be obtained by 
~ierodensitometering of the original negative films. Using the original 
negAtives of the images presented on Fig. 1 tracings were made to measure the 
density of the glow luminosity on the tail section. This density was turned 
into equivalent exposure and the results are presented on Table 1. 
Table 1 
THE RELATIVE INTENSITY OF THE STS-5 STABILIZER GLOW 
Time Code Net relative Side Angle of velocity Cosine of angle 
exposure to surface normal 
13:16:33 381 Port 80 deg. .174 
13:16:35 89' .Port 28 deg. .88 
13:16:37 tail in shadow -50 deg. 
13:16:39 tail in shadow -97 deg. 
13:16:41 113 STBD 29 deg. .87 
Unfortunately, there are not enough data points to draw very solid 
conclusionr ... However, the numbers support the type of quaHtative conclusions 
one was able to draw from the pictures. The system was calibrated density 
versus exposures and from the measured density the net relative exposure or 
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intenlity was derived. The intensity of the glow is not strictly proportional 
to the co,ine of the angle and therefore not Itrictly proportional to the flux 
Qf incoming atmospheric constituents. It appears that very large angles 
~etveen the Burface normals and the velocity vector provide substantial glow. 
lor example, in frame 13:16:33 the angle is 80 degrees to the port side of the 
tail. When the angle decreases to 28 degrees the increaS0 in glow is just a 
little over a factor of two. It would seem that the glow detected in the last 
frame (13:16:41) is anomalously too bright when compared to frame taken at 
13:16:35. However, the explanation is clear when one examines the actual 
photographs of Figure 2. The glow on the starboard side is viewed 
tiangent1ally, presenting 8 much narrower and therefore brighter profile than 
on the portside where the glow is visible over a larger region of the tail 
surface. If one were to integrate the glow over the larger re.'gicm no doubt the 
overall intensity would be of the same order 8S the more tangential view of 
the starboard side for the same velocity vector incidence ,ngle. The 
comparison between the two sides is clearly dependent on the detailed geometry 
of the problem and we have not sufficient data to pursue this in greater 
detail. 
THE COMPARISON OF THE STS-3 AND STS-5 GLOW INTENSITIES 
The glow was discovered by the analysis of the STS-3 photographs. On 
5TS-4 a grating was used in front of the camera to obtain the spectra of the 
glow but no grating pictures were taken for intensity comparisons. 
Nevertheless, it was suspe,;ted that the intensi~y of the glow was 
.ubstantlally lower on 5TS-4 than on STS-3. The. altitude of 5TS-4 and 5 was 
cIo.e to 300 kms whereas the alt!tuda of STS-3 was 240 km. If the glow were 
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proportional to the den.ity of atomic 0 one would expect to .ee a difference 
of .pproximately a factor of three in glow intendtydue to altitude. On 5T5-5 
the aaaaeiblad c .. era .equence va. repeated in order to lenerate picture. for 
IDteD.it1e cOlllparhona with thoae of 5T5-3. 
A relatively good comparison is provided in Figure 1 where we present an 
5T5-3 and an 5T5-5 photograph. are presented aide by .ide. In these pictures 
the dir~ction of the velocity vectors are similar. 
Both photographs were taken by the same type of camera, a Hasse1b1ad and 
with the same type of lens (F 3.5). Both negative originals were processed 
.imilar1y and a control exposure wedge was used to obtain the exposure density 
curve of each flight film. On the STS-3 piature there are other light sources 
on the pallet besides the glow. Neverthelus, the glow is clearly visible on 
the sid~ of the tail section and port side engine pod. 
From the comparison of the two photographs of Figure 1. One can see that 
the glow generated density is roughly the same. This was confirmed by taking a 
microdensitometer trace of both images usin~ the original negatives. However, 
the exposure duration for the STS-3 and STS-S photographs were 10 and 100 
.econds, respectively. This suggests a brightness ratio of the order of 10. In 
reality, however, the films exhibit reciprocity failure and the equivalent 
expoaure it: not directly proportional to the exposure time. USing data 
aupplied by the Johnson Space Center (courtesy of Noel Lamar) correction was. 
•• de for the film reciprocity failure to obtain the real ratio of the glow 
intensities. The best estimate of the real intensity ratio between the STS-3 
and 5TS-5 glow is about 3.5. This value is consi.tant with the decrease in 
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ato.le oXYI.n den.ity for neutral .a. pre •• ure between the 5T5-3 and 5TS-5 
fliaht altitude •• 
WAVELENGTH CALIBRATION 
To obtain an accurate wavelength scale it is necessary to take account of 
.everal fac~ts. Theoretically, the wavelength is only approximately 
ptoportioncll to the displacement of the image. In practice, both the lens and 
the image intensifier are likely to exhibit aome geometric distortion. To 
si.nimize these errors calibration photographs were taken of a slit illuminated 
bX a mercury lamp. For these test exposures the image intensifier camera 
.ystem was in its full flight configuration. These images were 
microdensitometered to obtain the displacement due to each mercury line. 
The following mercury lines could be identified; 4047, 4358.4, 4916, 5460.7, 
and 5790.7. Another line seen in the infrared was assumed to be the second 
or.der of 4047, thus equivalent to 8094 angstroms. To fit the best function for 
wavelength in terms of displacement a least square fit technique was used 
where the wavelength y is a function of x according to a simple power law: 
+ ••• a 
n 
n 
II X •. 
The fitting was performed for the Simple linear case where nml, the quadratic 
eaae and the cubic case. The higher orders naturally gave progressively 
... ller for residual error aquare aums. The results are indicated 1n Table 2. 
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Table 2 
LlAST SQUARE PITS OF WAVELENGTH VERSUS DISPACEMENT~FROM ZERO OlDER 
Il 
aO 
a.1 
a2 
a3 
1 
(linear) 
96.63 
5.183 
RIA 
RIA 
2 3 
(quadratic) (cube) 
-8.260 .,..2965 
5.625 4.9869 
-2.933E-2 8.0816E-2 
NIA 4.4871E-5 
Table 3 
SPECTRAL LINES USED FOR FITTING 
Wavelength Displacement 
~ 
o~ o. 
4047 762 
4358.4 811. 
4916 917 
5460.7 1022 
5790.7 1087 
2x4047-
8094 1572 
sum of residue 
squared 
"calculated 5577 ~, 
best estimate for 
infrared band 
~ 
1 2 3 
i ~ ~ 
9:6.64 FJ .,26 -.29 
4046 4107 4070 
4300 43:60 4336 
4850 4903 4906 
5394 5434 5461 
5731 5759 5799 
8245 8109 8093 
47872.05 58.32.85 1204.90 
5529.45 5564.66 5597.19 
7691.17 7602.94 7629.29 
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The mercury lines which were used in the least squares fit are shown in 
Table'3. The displacement of the spectral lines on the film are given in 
arbitary t,mits as they were measured on the microdensitometer tracing. Columns 
1, 2, and 3 refers to the linear, quadratic and cubic fit respectively. The 
numbers in each column ~epresent the wavelength calculated by substituting the 
actual displacements into the formulae derived from the least squares fit. 
From this table it is particularly clear that the higher order fits are 
becoming rapidly more accurate. This trend is also well demonstrated by the 
sum of the residue squared as illustrated in Table 3. 
An interesting cross check can be found in the calculated value of the 
5577 i line as shown in Table 3. It is interesting to note that the second 
order fit produces the best agreement. 
The main purpose of the spectral calibration was to obtain the wavelength 
of the infrared emission. Intercomparing the results of the least square fits 
we can see that the best wavelength estimate is about 7620 + or - 30 angstroms 
arid that the width of the band is of the order of 30 to 40 angstroms. Thus the 
best candidate for the infrared airglow is the 02 atmospheric band. This band 
is not visible from below because of the absorption by the atmospheric 02. 
This band is known to be several kilorayleighs in zenith intensity which means 
that v1.ewedparallel to the Earth limb the emission has an intensity close to 
300 kilorayleighs. 
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ABSOLUTE INTENSITY INTERPRETATIONS 
1ft order to iftterpret the ab.olute intenlity of the epacecraft glow and 
the alr-alow features it wal necellary to take lorue spectral response 
calibration expolures. A secondary Itandard calibration source was used as the 
t.et object for the Ie test exposures. The light .ource contained a quartz 
halide lamp with ground quartz diffusers to provide an extended lource of 
Tla.onubly Ipatially uniform emissivity. This lamp was manufactured and 
calibrated by Prof. R. H. Eather of Boston College. The calibration data 
plotted in Figure 3 .how spectral emissivity in equivalent kilorayleighs per 
r afta.trom. The lamp was malked off 10 that only a .75 in. wide Ilit was Ihowing 
, 
i 
and expolurel were taken with the image intensifier camera and the grating in 
pOlition. The reGulting streak generated in the dispersion direction was 
microdenlitometered and the density trace is also shown on Figure 3. For 
completeneu' sake the shuttle window transmission as provided by the Johnson 
Space Center is allo included in the figure. However, this window was not 
involved in our calibration test exposures. 
To obtain the quantitative response of the image inten~ifier camera 
.Yltem it WlS neceuary to convert the fUm density obtaine,! by the 
microdenlitometer into relative exposures. This conversion was obtained by 
microd.naitOlletering leveral frames of different .exposure times to obtain a 
relationlhip between film density and relative exposure. The relative exposure 
.~ale wal corrected for the film reciprocity. In order to obtain quantitative 
.ea.urement the of brightnels of any feature the obaerved density of the 
f.ature wal converted into relative expOlure and then compared to the relative 
.xpolun obtained uaing the atandard light lource. '11le relative exposure 
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tharefor~ i. an arbitary but linear .cale unit. IIcaule of these multiple 
DOD-linear conver.ion. the ab.olute calibration. are probably no .ora accurate 
than 201 to 30%. 
The .pectral relponse of the grating intensifier camera device is shown 
on Figure 4 in relative exposure per ki10r.ay1eighs per Angstrom as a function 
of vave1ength. 
From the above it can .een that the image intensifier camera system 
.pectral response riles sharply from 4000 Angstroms to about 5400 Angatroms. 
It is a little puzzling as to why the response is not more uniform towards the 
blue. Starting above 6500 angstrom the responsivity of the image intensifier 
11 falling off quite rapidly towards the infrared. This is presumably due to 
the decreased quantum efficiency of i.ts photo cath;,de. 
THE SPECTRA OF THE GLOW 
During the 5TS-4 mission the spectrum of the glow was recorded by an 
unaided Hasselblad camera using the objective gr&t1ng (Mende et al., 1983). 
Based on 8 single photograph evidence indicated 'Chat the spectrum of the glo,,"' 
consisted of a relatively diffuse spectrum primarily at the infrared end of 
the visible spectrum. Although it was hard to put quantitative numbers on the 
110w .pectrwn it seemed to be most intense!n the region between 6300 and the 
window cut off at 8000 angstroms. Because of the lack of sensitivity of the 
unintensified F/3.5 camera and the unfavorable direction of the velocity 
vector, a long (400 .econds) expo_ure duration was required. 
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On STS-5 the intensified ca~era permitted the taking of short exposures. 
Unfortunately the STS-5 spectral results are not useful because the direction 
of the velocity vector was unfavorable during the time the grating exposures 
were taken. An additional problem was the presence of the earth near the field 
of view, producing a strong unwanted background. The clearest example of the 
glow spectra from STS-5 1s on frame 13:17:01, is shown in Figure Sa. Figure 5b 
is an illustration of the features in the photograph. 
The velocity vector in the spacecraft frame of reference at the time of 
the photograph (illustrated at top of Figure 5b) was 16 degrees 'to the port 
from the forward direction and 40 degrees above the bay horizontal. The most 
intense glow is on the horizontal surfaces such as the top of the engine pods. 
lbe zero order image of the tail and pods is in the left half of the picture. 
The almost vertical slant line cutting through this image is a high ord~~r 
spectral image of the eart~ limb airglow layer. This is shown as a dashed line 
on the tracing. The lack of stars shows that the solid earth forms the 
background for the: whole image. Perhaps the clearest first order spectral 
image is l)roduc<ad by the starboard engine pod. This image is in the center of 
the picture. The port engine pod is also producing a first order spectrum on 
the right. They are both illustrated on the tracing. 
The relative orientation of the glow on the engine pods and the grating 
.-ulings are most unfavorable., The linear wavelength scale was placed against 
~he tip of the zero order starboard engine pod. One can see that the first 
order image of the shuttle glow seems to occupy a large spectral region from 
5000 to 8000 angstrom. The appearance of the first order huge is fairly 
uniform and diffuse showing hardly any spectral features. This appears to 
-15-
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contr~dict the findingG of the STS-4 experiment where we found that the 
diffuae rea ion only apread between 6300 and 8000. This discrepancy can be 
r.aolved by inspecting the absolute value of the glow intenlity in Table 4. 
The 1.age intenlifier camera system is much more sensitive in the green region 
than the film. The marked drop off in the sensitivity of the image intensifier 
t.owards the red infrared lignifies that the apparently uniform airglow spectra 
t .• in real! ty at rongly increasing towards the infrared. On the STS-4 
photographs the blue green region was still below the detection threshold and 
only the more intense infrared end was detectable. Due to the adve'tle velocity 
vector angles and the diffuseness of the glow spectra in these pictures 
microdenlitometer tracings did not produce any useful signals. 
The device responsivity calibration using the intensity standard permits 
the interpretation of the various glow features in absolute quantities. The 
various features and the measured film densities and equivalent relative 
exposures are given in Table 4. 
Table 4 
ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION OF VARIOUS GLOW SPECTRA 
Frame 1.0. Feature description Density Density reI. intensity (time code) (tmage) (bckgd.) Exposure Rayleighs/ 
(uc) Angstrom 
13: 17 :01 Shuttle glow of stbrd. 1.08 .96 .086 (:@ 7600A) 850 
(1/2 aec) pod (@ 70aOA) 500 
(@ 6000A) 300 
The shuttle glow seems to spread through several thousand angstroms so 
the total integ~ated amount may be as high al several hundred kilorayleighs in 
the visible alone. 
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~ASURlMENl' OF AIRGLOW EMISSIONS FROM THE SHUTTLE BASED INTENSIFIER CAMERA 
During the performance of the STS-S glow experiment some images of the 
.arth airg10w were obtained. inadvertently. and since the objective grating 
va. in position some excellent spectra of the earth airg10w were also 
obtained. These photographs are the first shuttle based images of this type 
and are therefore inherently valuable and. in addition. provide excellent 
calibration to the di.persion and spectral response of the image intensifier 
One such image is illustrated in Figure 6a. As illustrated in the 
tracing, Fig. 6b. the real or zero order images are on the left. One can 
clearly see the tail and the two engine pods. The bright line running behind 
these shuttle features down from left to right is the limb view of the earth's 
at.'Ilosphere. Note that the shuttle is oriented with the bay pointing downward 
b~cause the image of the solid earth occupies the top right three quarters of 
the picture. 1~e boundary of the solid earth is faintly visible as illustrated 
in the tracing of Figure 6b. Several stars zero order (real) images are 
visible through the earth's atmosphere. 
The bright narrow streak first order images of stars show the dispersion 
direction of the grating. The zero order image of most of these stars are 
actually outside of the picture. There is one very bright star located between 
the port engine pod and the tail whose first order spectrum is also visible on 
the picture. 
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There are aome airglow banda Which are parallel to the zero order image 
of the limb airglow~ The firat one of theae, loing from left to right, i$ the 
5577 atomic oxygen recombination glow. This emission i_ known to be a narrow 
.. taaion line. Its thickness in flr&t o~der is due to the altitude extent of 
the airalow layer. There is a dark band between this and the following wide 
diffua. region, A mOlt remarkable bright infrared airglow band feature. 
The _huttle tail features interlect the airglow layer causing repeated 
ahadows in all the brighter airglow features. Thus there is a tail _hadow in 
5577 and there is an even more distinct one in the infrared. The edges of the 
5577 tail shadow are very sharp showing that the 5577 line is in fact a very 
narrow apectal feature. Note that the tail being a Iharp edge can be regarded 
alone half of the a spectrometer slit and therefore the resulting intensity 
change can be interpreted in first order as an accurate measure of the 
wavelength. This interpretation allows one to make spectral measurements 
independent of the spatial width of the emitting region. A linear wavelength 
leale was superimposed on the portside edge of the shadow of the tail section 
in Figure 6b. The Icale confirms that the first shadow is approxitutely at 
5577 and the second shadow is near 8000 Angstroms. 
This scale also shows an interesting feature. The scale was carefullY 
drawn parallel with the spectra of the stars to follow the dispersion 
directi\iln. The Bcale was also drawn through the intersectiqn of the top 
of the airglow layer (bottom left on Figures) with the tail section. The scale 
a,oes through the corresponding intersection of the tail section with the 5577 
image but it is slightly below the corresponding intersection in the infrared 
image. The explan.tion ia that the infrared airglow layer i. displaced in 
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altitude from the 5577 airglow i.yer by about 20km. Careful examination of the 
photolraph of Figure 6a shows that the zero order i.age of the airglow layer 
CDDalat of two parallel feature •• This i& the most discernable towards the top 
l.ft part of the zero order 1.age. The double layer of the airglow Image can 
a1ao be seen on other photoiraphs of the limb airglow layer e.g. Banks et al. 
19~3 Garriott 1979. 
The shuttle and the velocity vector duration at the time of the exposure 
are illustrated at the top of Figure 6b. The velocity vector duration was 15 
d.gre~s towards starboard from the forward direction and 25 degrees up in the 
bay frame of reference. This attitude to the velocity vector is relatively 
unfavorable from the point of view of strong glow production, but there is 
some weak glow on the portside engine pod and there are some faint images of 
the atarboard engine pod in first order. Thes\e were indicated as dotted images 
in the Figure. 
In Figure 7 the top panel indicates the location of two microdensity 
traces obtained from the original negative of photograph Figure 6a. The middle 
panel shows the microdensity trace parallel to the dispersion direction 
through the tail section shadows. This density trace allows determination of 
the wavelength scale most accurately. The bottom trace was obtained by tracing 
perpendicular to the airglow layer. This direction maximizes the Signal to 
1l0ise ratio but distorts the wavelength scale and limits tl1e wave length 
r.aolution to the spatial width In the zero order Image. 
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Table 5 
THE ABSOLUTE INTENSITY OF THE VARIOUS AIR-GLOW EMISSIONS 
(In equivalent Rayleighs/Angstrom) 
Density Background Exposure 
Density 
13,:16:55 infrared airglow 1.50 1.17 .56 (@ 7600A) 5000 
01/2 8ec) 
13:16:55 green airglow 1.25 1.20 .061 (@ 5577 A) 200 
13:16:55 OB continuum 1.17 .95 .050 (@ 7300A) 300 
Note values were obtained by dividing rel. Exposure by device 
responsitivity (see Fig. 4) as normalized to 1/2 Sec exposure. 
The intensity values thus obtained agree very well with prior 
m~asurements. To compare to prior nonspectral measurements it is necessary to 
convert these to total intensities in rayleighs within the spectral band of 
interest. 
The infrared airglow is spatial wider than its spectral bandwidth. To 
interpret the total emission one must refer to the previous measurement of the 
bandwidth of the feature using the tail shadow. By so doing one obtains 
roughly 40-60 Angstrom~ which puts the intensity of the O2 atmospheric band 
system to about 300 to 400 kR, in good agreement with previous oblique rocket 
mea.urements (Megill et al., 1970) .• 
Since the 5577 is a spectral line feature and its spectral width is 
very thin the instruments resolution, 20-30 Angstrom, needs to be taken into 
account. Thus the total measured 5577 intensity is 4000 to 6000 Rayleighs. 
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The measured intensity of the OH band agrees quite well with other 
ae.surements (Broadfoot and Kendall, 1968) of the airglow if we account for 
the liab view intensification. Thus the spacecraft glow i& at least 
equivalent or brighter than the OH band in limb view. 
The intensity of the OH band a180 agrees quite favorably with the 
expected limb intensities. 
SPACE SHUTTLE BASED IMAGE INTENSIFIER OBSERVATION OF STARS 
The space shuttle is a versatile machine which permits the carrying of 
large astronomical facilities into space. Being above the earth's atmosphere 
gives several advantages to astronomers. Observations can be made outside the 
atmospheric window and observations in the atmospheric window can be made 
without the detremental effects of atmospheric turbulence and diffuse 
scattering. 
Unfortunately the image intensifier observations reported here were made 
from inside the crew compartment and were made through windows which were 
~oated to prevent transmission of anyth:f.ng !!xcept the visible. In any case the 
rurpose of the STS-5 experiment was not to accomplish any astronomical 
objectives. Nevertheless it is worth discussing the properties of the image 
intensifier camera system and showing 80me of the images taken on the STS-5 
aisdon. 
The image intensifier camera combination has already been discussed in a 
previous section. During the first half of the STS-5 glow experiment the 
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~a.era was used without the Iratinl and exposures were taken while the shuttle 
va., rolled about its axis to oblerve the Ilow intensity chanle with respect to 
the velocity vector anile. Durinl the interval while the velocity vector was 
underneath the payload 1:,ay several exposures were made. One of the best such 
exposures was taken at 13:16:39. This exposure is shown in Figure Ba. The 
luminosity on the shuttle body is from starlight as t'he orbiter payload bay is 
essentially pointing away frOm the earth. 
The starfield in the image is a section of the constellation Pegasus, the 
declination being a few degrees positive and right ascension around 23 hours. 
The corresponding section of the Smithonian Astrophysical Observatory star 
chart is shown in Figure Bb, together with a superimposed outline of the 
shuttle. By counting the star images in a given area one can identify all the 
stars presented on the chart. The chart includes stars down to 9th magnitude. 
This exposure was the shortest (1/4 secohds) of a group of three. Since the 
shuttle was executing a roll motion during these exposures bluring due to the 
motion made the other exposures less effective. 
The F/l.2 55 mm lens on the image intensifier has an equivalent telescope 
aperture of about 4.6 cm in diameter. Thus the same image intensifier film 
combination as a detector and a 46cm (IS in) diameter telescope would detect a 
14th magnitude star in a 1/4 second. If a stabilized telescope of this size 
~re to be exposed for 25 seconds the resulting detection threshold would be 
19th magnitude. Note that the image tube b~ckground seems quite acceptable 
~th this exposure duration. For longer stabilized satellite exposures cooling 
would be necessary. During a night pass, which has a duration of approximately 
2000.econds, another 3 to 4 orders could be added to the detection threshold. 
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In other words a .odest 18 inch a.ateur telescope in orbit could rival the 
larpat around bas.d astronomical tel.acopes in detection threahc,ld. 
In the second half of the glow experiment an objective grating was added 
to the 1mage intensifier camera combination. thus prod~cing photographic 
atar spectra. For example, the star and its first order spectral image earlier 
presented in Figure Sa. The best such spectral image was obtained of zeta 
~egasus. The image density was sufficient to produce 8 reasonable 
microdensitometer trace. In Figure 9 the trace of the first order spectra of 
tbis object is shown. The trace was actually superimposed on the trace of the 
background adjacent to the star spectrum. On the same figure the known 
spectrum of zeta pegasus is also shown (Berger 1976). 
Figure 9 shows very clearly the blue and spectral response limitation of 
tbe system. Although the spectrum of the star increases towards short 
wavelengths the response of the intensifier camera system drops off quite 
sbarply above 4000 An8~stroms. The spectral transmission of the spacecraft 
wind~ws. shown earlier in Figure 3, were included in these observations. 
bowever. tbat does not appear to have imposed a limitation. 
CONCLUSIONS 
From the combined data set of glow observations on STS-3. STS-4 and STS-S 
1. 1& possible to define some of the properties of the shuttle glow. 
Comparison of the STS-3 and STS-5 photographs show that the intensity of the 
Slow is about a factor of ).5 brighter on the low altitude (STS-3) flight. 
This result aeems to be in lood agreement with the ratio of atmospheric 
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denBities between the two altitudes. STS-3 was flown at an altitude of about 
240 km whereas STS-5 vas flown at an altitude of 305 km. '~e orbiter was 
purpoaely rotated about the x axis in an experiment on ST5-5 and the glow was 
o~aerved. Thia experiment Bhowed conclulively that the intensity of the glow 
atrongly depends on the angle of incidence between the spacecraft surface and 
t~e velocity vector. The relationship. however. does not appear to be a simple 
codne law dependence. Fo'r a relatively large angle between the velocity 
vector and the surface normal there is an appreciable glow, provided the 
Bur face is not ahadowed by aome other spacecraft structure. As the angle 
becomes less the glow intensifies. Unfortunately, the experiment did not 
provide sufficient data points to express the exact mathelllatical relationship 
between the apacecraft glow intensity and the angle between the surface normal 
and velocity vector. 
The grating experiments provided a preliminary low resolution spectra of 
the spacecraft glow. Accurate wavelength calibrations of the STS-5 instrument 
allowed a measurelllent of the spectrum and intensity of the earth's airglow. 
Comparisons with prior airglow measurements provides confidence regarding the 
glow intensities obtained in the experiment. Absolute wavelength calibration 
of the instrument was also performed by means of a laboratory standard source. 
Within the spectral bandwidth of the experiment the dominant airglow line is 
the (0,0) band of atmospheric 02. The limb intensity of this line is of the 
order of 300 kilorayleighs (Megill et al., 1970). Other prominent features are 
the 5577 line and the OR emission bands. The intensity of all of these well 
aareea with previous measurements and limb intensity predictions. 
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The spectra of the glow measurements on ST5-5 were relatively unfavorable 
due to the large angle between the velocity vector and the glowing surfaces 
and due to the fact that the weak first order spectrum was superimposed on the 
brlaht earth's airglow. Nevertheless a weak spectra was obtained Which shows a 
spectrally uniform glow. The photographic densities due tp this glow were 
.easu~ed and compared to the absolute intensity measurements. This glow 
amounted to a few hundred Rayleighs per Angstrom with a spectrum rising 
towards the infrared. This rise is deduced from an apparent spectrally uniform 
photographic spectrum combined with the responsivity of the device which is 
falling rapidly towards the infrared. The integrated amount of light in the 
'Pa.,lband of the inn rument was of the orger of several hundred kiloraylei.ghs. 
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Pilure 1. Unaided Hasselblad photographs on STS-3 and STS-5. The exposure 
tiaes are 10 and 100 seconds, respectively. The veloeity vector is 
aore or less from the .ame direction for each! 
Figure 2. The appear.nee glow on different parts of the orbiter as the 
orbiter rotates around the x axis. 
Figure 3. The ealibration data using the standard light source are plotted in 
spectral emissivity in equivalent kilorayleighs per angstrom. The 
calibration exposures were microdensitometered in the dispersion 
direction. For completeness the shuttle aft flight deck window 
transmission as provided by the Johnson Space Center is also 
included. This window was not involved in the calibration test 
exposures. 
Figure 4. The spectral response of the device in relative exposure (arbitary 
units) per kilorayleighs per Angstrom as a function of wavelength. 
Figure Sa. A 1/2 second duration grating exposure of the shuttle tail section 
with engine pods. The background is the atmospheric airglow 
emission. Diffuse first order glow spectrum of the engine pods is 
visible. The faint first order is barely distinguishible from the 
bright airglow background. The velocity vector is not very 
favorable to generation of a bright glow emission. 
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Pilur. 'b. Tracing of photograph of Figure Sa. Velocity vector direction is 
indicated on top. Wavelength scale wa. superimposed on aero and 
first order i.age. of starboard engine pod. 
Pilure 68. The limb view of the earth's airglow through the spectral grating. 
Image intenl1f1ed NIKON with 1/2 .ec exposure •. Ob.1ective is F/l.4 
55mm. See text and Figure 6b for details. 
Pilure 6b. Tracing of the photograph of Fig 4a. For explanation lee text. 
Filure 7. The top panel indicates the two mierodensity traces obtained from 
the original negative of photograph Figure 68. The center panel 
shows the microdensity trace parallel to the dispersion direction 
through the tail section shadows. This density trace allows the 
most accurate determination of the wavelength scale. The bottom 
trace was obtained by tracing perpendicular to the airglow layer. 
This direction maximizes the signal to noise ratio although it 
distorts the wavelength scale and limits the resolution to the 
spatial width in the zero order image. 
Figure 8a. Starfield taken by image intrensified NIKON F/1.4 1/4 second 
exposure on TRI-x fllm. 
Filure 8b. The Smithonian Astrophysical Observatory star chart corresponding 
to the picture of Figure 8a. 
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rilure 9. The alcrodenlltometer trace of leta pegalul luperl~~ied on the 
denltty trace of the bacl~round adjacent to the .tar Ipectra. The 
lpectrum of leta pegalul (Berger M., Cataloa of lpectrophoto.etric 
lean. of Itarl,The AltrophYlical Journal Supplement Seriel, 32, 
7-78, 1976) 11 allo Ihown. 
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